Science Report Checklist

Use this checklist to help you as you finish up your science project. Aim for a checkmark in each box.

**Research**
- [] Facts
- [] Sources
- [] Bibliography

**Project**
- [] 3D
- [] Neat
- [] Teaches all about your topic; shows off all you learned
- [] Self-explanatory: someone could look at it and understand what it’s all about without you explaining it to them
- [] Bibliography displayed with project

**Experiment**
- [] Demonstrates your topic
- [] Neatly written up with all parts of the experiment worksheet
- [] Able to be done over and over with the same results

**Demonstration**
- [] Clearly state what your project is about
- [] Tell about what they will learn from your project
- [] Explain how the experiment relates to your topic
- [] Demonstrate the experiment
- [] State your conclusion
- [] Ask if anyone has questions